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Exploring Implications of Brown for Schools of Choice and Raising Academic Standards

Richard A. King, Linda Vogel and Kathryn Whitaker

After the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision, policies designed to comply with the decision were often declared to be unconstitutional. In celebration of the 50th anniversary of this historic event, we return to these subsequent holdings to provide a context for understanding issues facing today’s policymakers and educational leaders. Our two foci will be schools of choice and expectations for all students to meet high academic standards.

Remedies to End Segregation and Promote Equity

In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court reviewed the segregation of students by race in the public schools of Kansas, South Carolina, Virginia, and Delaware. The unanimous decision in Brown held that segregation violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, stating “We conclude that in the field of public education the doctrine of separate but equal has no place.” Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal. This landmark holding ended de jure segregation – that created by official state law or other policies – of public schools. However, the court did not specify remedial actions for dismantling dual school systems.

One year later, Brown II required desegregation of schools “with all deliberate speed.” This uncertain timeline recognized the complex “problems related to administration, arising from the physical condition of the school plant, the school transportation system, personnel, revision of school districts and attendance areas … and revision of local laws and regulations which may be necessary in solving the foregoing problems.” The justices also differentiated the roles of school leaders and the courts that would review remedies, as follows: “School authorities have the primary responsibility for elucidating, assessing, and solving these problems; courts will have to consider whether the action of school authorities constitutes good faith implementation of the governing constitutional principles.” The court not only permitted a lax timeline for change, but also it gave states and school districts great latitude to fashion policies that often delayed or avoided action to achieve the goals of admitting students to schools without regard to race and promoting equal educational opportunities.

Ending de jure Segregation

Within only a few years, the U.S. Supreme Court responded to states’ resistance to create a unitary system of public schools to serve students of all races. After President Eisenhower sent federal troops to enforce a desegregation order, the Arkansas governor ordered the national guard to prohibit African-American students from entering schools to which they had been assigned. The court articulated clearly that states could not avoid federal court orders:

In short, the constitutional rights of children not to be discriminated against in school admission on grounds of race or color declared by this Court in the Brown case can neither be nullified openly and directly by state legislators or state executive or judicial officers, nor nullified indirectly by them through evasive schemes for segregation whether attempted ingeniously or ingenuously.

Several decisions have implications for restructuring schools, particularly through choice policies. Fearing resegregation, the court struck down a Knoxville, Tennessee, policy that would have permitted students to transfer back to their original segregated schools. Virginia repealed the state’s compulsory education law, making school attendance a local option. When one county funded private schools for white students with public funds, the court ordered the locality to raise taxes and operate a nondiscriminatory public school system. Another Virginia county initiated a freedom-of-choice plan to allow parents to choose schools for their children. The court’s review of this policy indicated a preference for other approaches such as zoning to achieve quicker, more effective conversions to unitary status. However, in Green, the court found adopting schools of choice had merit when implemented effectively, stating: “Where it offers real promise of aiding a desegregation program to effectuate conversion of a state-imposed dual system to a unitary, nonracial system there might be no objection to allowing such a device to prove itself in operation.”

Frustrated by the slow pace of meaningful integration, activists urged Congress to adopt legislation promoting equal educational opportunities and incentives for desegregation. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibited discrimination by race and other characteristics in educational programs and employment. This law also initiated the policy of withholding federal funds to encourage school systems to comply with mandates. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 brought financial assistance to improve language and mathematics skills in schools serving children from low-income families. The 1972 Emergency School Assistance Act (ESAIA) rewarded school systems that had already desegregated and encouraged others to do so voluntarily with financial assistance. Facing the threat of the loss of funding or investigations by the newly created Office of Civil Rights, school officials began to take seriously their duty to desegregate schools.

Reversing the Effects of Discriminatory Policies

More troubling to the courts in years following Brown was deciding whether public policies that did not require, but had an effect of, separating students by race violated the Fourteenth Amendment. So-called de facto segregation often resulted from housing patterns
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as individuals chose to live in given neighborhoods; from decisions of
banks to approve mortgages for African-Americans in only certain
sections of a city, or redlining; or from such school board actions as
establishing neighborhood attendance areas that encompass students
of one race, i.e., gerrymandering. Federal courts concluded that there
is an affirmative duty to integrate schools when segregation is cre-
ated by official action.15 State and local officials are then required to
assign students and personnel and to construct facilities in ways that
bring about integration when the de facto segregation is found to be
unconstitutional de jure segregation.12

In 1971, the U.S. Supreme Court examined the effects of a North
Carolina school district’s policies after state-mandated de jure segre-
gation had officially ended and presented alternatives to remedy the
continuing de facto segregation.13 School authorities could assign
teachers on a racially-neutral basis, consider racial quotas as a starting
point rather than a rigid requirement, ensure that school construction
or abandonment would not perpetuate the dual system, scrutinize
one-race schools to ensure that the racial composition did not result
from discriminatory actions, alter attendance zones, or bus students
to dismantle the dual system.14

In 1973, the court further clarified these forms of segregation in
ordering busing in Denver in Keyes, stating: “We emphasize that the
differentiating factor between de jure segregation and so-called de facto
segregation to which we referred to in Swann is purpose or intent to
segregate.”15 The plaintiffs argued that manipulating student attendance
zones, school site selection, and a neighborhood school policy had
maintained segregated schools. The court concluded that evidence of
“an unconstitutional policy of deliberate racial segregation” in one
area of the school district was sufficient to hold the board responsible
for perpetuating a dual school system.

Whereas initial remedies centered on the assignment of students
and personnel to alter the racial makeup of schools, recent options
are designed enrich the learning experiences of minority students.
These might include early childhood interventions, curriculum develop-
ment, remedial reading, reduction in class size, counseling and career
guidance, and professional development.19 When the cost of such
remedies was of issue, the U.S. Supreme Court in Missouri v. Jenkins
agreed with a lower court’s imposition of a tax increase in excess of
statutory limitations.17 The Kansas City school district could thus
raise revenue for educational programs, summer school, full-day
kindergartens, tutoring, class size reduction, magnet schools, and
facility improvements to overcome the effects of segregation. A
subsequent decision, however, denied a plan that called for state funds
to increase teacher and staff salaries above suburban school districts.18
The state was then able to end support for desegregation, and the
district could discontinue its commitment to magnet schools.

The adequacy of funds to enable excellent schools for all students
has been the subject of judicial reviews in other states. Segregated
schools under the Plessy standard were to have access to equal
facilities, teachers, instructional materials, and transportation. In
reality, schools were far from equal at the time of Brown, and inequities
persist today despite several decades of efforts to equalize revenues
among school districts. Yet, in 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court declared
that funding inequities did not offend the equal protection clause of
the U. S. Constitution and were thus a matter for state legislatures and
courts.20 Subsequent decisions had mixed outcomes with the majority
of state courts finding education to be a fundamental interest to be
provided to all on equal terms. However, other state courts upheld
policies that allowed unequal funds due to variations in local property
values as being rationally related to state interests in furthering local
control of education.21

School finance challenges have shifted in recent years from urging
equality through resource distribution to ensuring an adequate level of
funds in poor communities. In 1989, the Kentucky Supreme Court
declared that the entire system of public schools to be unconsti-
tutional.22 The court specified seven competency areas that would enable
students to compete in academics or the labor market and ordered
the legislature to revamp the finance structure to equalize revenue so
that all districts could educate to the higher standards. In a series of
challenges to the state’s finance system, the New Jersey Supreme Court
ordered unequal spending and supplemental programs and services to
the advantage of 28 urban areas, stating:

For these special needs districts, a thorough and efficient
education— one that will enable their students to function
effectively in the same society with their richer peers both as
citizens and as competitors in the labor market— is an educa-
tion that is the substantial equivalent to that afforded in the
richer districts.23

These decisions and others in the late 1990s held states responsible
for providing adequate resources to improve educational opportunities.
They also demonstrated the willingness of courts to influence policies
in ways that enable students, many of whom are racial and ethnic
minorities, in poor communities to access high quality education.

Achieving Unitary Status

Judicial reviews in the past decade have considered the point at
which school districts once found to have operated a “dual” system
have subsequently achieved “unitary” status. The U.S. Supreme Court
declared that a unitary school system as one “within which no person is
to be effectively excluded from any school because of race”24 Another
decision identified several factors that continue today to assist lower
courts and school authorities determine unitary status: the composi-
tion of the student body, faculty, staff, transportation, extracurricular
activities, and facilities.25

In reviewing the status of the DeKalb County (Atlanta) school
district, the court stated an objective of restoring state and local con-
trol of school operations was as follows: “Returning schools to the
control of local authorities at the earliest practicable date is essential
to restore their true accountability in our governmental system.”26 The
lower court could thus grant the district control over the four satisfied
factors (student assignment, transportation, facilities, and extracurricu-
lar activities) while retaining court supervision of faculty, administrative
assignments, and a seventh criterion, the quality of education.

We conclude this discussion of past decisions by revisiting Brown.
Several lower court reviews over the years noted that the Topeka
school district had not fulfilled its affirmative duty to fully desegregate.
However, in 1999, the U.S. District Court for Kansas declared that
the district had achieved unitary status, stating: “… defendant has
compiled in good faith with mandates of the court over a reasonable
period of time; the vestiges of past discrimination in the school district
have been eliminated to the extent practicable; and defendant has
demonstrated a good faith commitment to the law and the Constitution
which presages no future need for judicial intervention.”27
Schools of Choice and Heightened Academic Standards

This overview of remedies to undo prior segregation and promote equality of opportunities provides a context for exploring issues that face policymakers today. In particular, policies that grant greater choice among schools to parents and that demand high academic standards should be examined in relation to the goal of Brown to ensure non-segregated schools.

Promoting Choice Among Schools

For many years, educators, policymakers, and other constituent groups have called for greater choice among schools. The primary varieties of school choice are magnet schools under the control of local school boards, semi-autonomous charter schools within the public school system, and vouchers that permit public-private school choice. We examine these forms of choice and consider this policy in relation to goals articulated in Brown.

Magnets, Charters, and Vouchers. In an effort to desegregate school systems through voluntary movement of students among schools, many urban districts embraced the magnet school concept. These schools typically concentrate on a particular strength, specialty, or educational subject area in order to attract students. Consequently, parents can choose an educational program that most closely fits their children’s needs. Some of the most common magnet school specialties are science and technology, mathematics, and fine arts/performing arts. The movement to create magnet schools grew rapidly in response to federal grant programs, particularly under ESRAA to promote desegregation and maintain a racial balance.24 Magnet schools have been a valuable tool for urban districts trying to implement desegregation laws.29

Another form of choice gaining momentum is charter schools. These schools represent a grassroots effort to provide opportunities for students, parents, teachers, administrators, and community members to create innovative educational programs.30 When legislative or citizen initiatives failed to bring vouchers to advance public-private school choice, many advocates embraced the charter school concept as an acceptable policy option. Charter schools that operate via a contract with a school district or other government entity are free of many of the restraints of school district governance.31 Legislation today grants charter schools fiscal and educational autonomy in exchange for accountability for improving pupil achievement. Currently 40 states have enabling legislation, and the number of charter schools has increased substantially since Minnesota enacted the first legislation in 1991.32 According to the National Center for Education Statistics, there were 2,348 charter schools during the 2001-2002 school year.33

In addition to promoting parental choice, reasons cited for starting charter schools include the opportunity to provide enhanced teaching and learning, ability to operate a school according to a particular philosophy, freedom to innovate, increased parental control over education, and opportunity to serve at-risk youth.34 Despite a promise of improved achievement, results are mixed as to whether charter schools have greater achievement gains than traditional schools. Some suggest that there are no data that show charter schools perform better than other public schools.35

Opening the door to an even greater degree of school choice, some districts and states have initiated pilot programs to test whether including private and parochial school options via vouchers can increase academic achievement of low-income and minority students.36 A voucher is a publicly funded scholarship that allows parents to select what they believe to be the best school for their children. Two of the best known voucher programs allow low-income children in Milwaukee and Cleveland access to educational opportunities beyond those offered in their home school districts.37 The U.S. Supreme Court permitted this form of public assistance for families to choose private schools without offending the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.38 Another program implemented in Florida adopted vouchers as an accountability tool. Students in low performing schools can opt out and receive a voucher to attend a private school.39

Proponents of school choice include liberals, conservatives, minorities, religious leaders and those from every socioeconomic status.40 Advocates cite the likelihood of increased student achievement, improved educator professionalism, more responsiveness to parents, decreased bureaucracy, greater parent involvement, and overall renewal in educational institutions as reasons for adopting choice proposals.41 Supporters argue that charter schools give better options to parents, allowing for innovation and improved student achievement, and are not hampered by school district boundaries that produce segregated patterns.42 Perhaps the most cited reason given in support of school choice is the enhanced possibility for equal educational opportunity for low socioeconomic families and low achieving students.43

In contrast, critics of school choice maintain that accountability to the public will likely be reduced, and minimum standards will not be maintained. Under choice systems, some argue that the selectivity of students would likely increase inequality between and among schools. Furthermore, the geographic distribution of students by race and economic class can produce inequitable choices and increase segregation by race, ethnicity, and poverty. Critics also maintain that providing information on schools can be costly, inadequate, and more readily available to families of higher socioeconomic status.44 Opponents of school vouchers criticize the blurring of boundaries between private and public sectors. They claim that private schools are not held to the same stringent accountability measures to as public schools.45 Research has not yet determined the overall success of voucher programs in producing high quality schools.46 Additionally, issues of equity persist. Critics suggest that the amount of a voucher would not cover the tuition of many private schools, placing poor families at a disadvantage. Also parents from low socioeconomic backgrounds may not be able to provide transportation to schools outside their neighborhoods. Critics of voucher programs argue that poor students would be relegated to the worst schools, further hampering equity efforts.

Segregation by Choice. A major fear of school choice opponents is resegregation along racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic lines if parents were given free rein over where they send their children to school. Data already support the fact that many urban public school districts are more segregated presently than in past years. A Harvard University report found “virtually all school districts analyzed are showing lower levels of inter-racial exposure since 1986, suggesting a trend towards resegregation, and in some districts, these declines are sharp.”47 Other reports cite a trend toward resegregation in public schools as well.48 The question becomes: Does providing choice among schools contribute to resegregation? If so, courts may ask to what degree do policymakers adopt choice plans with the intent of segregating schools by race or ethnicity?

A recent RAND report noted that the effects of choice programs on integration efforts are largely unknown. Across the United States, charter schools have a similar racial and ethnic balance as public schools, but according to this report, evidence from other nations...
suggests that large-scale, unregulated choice programs can lead toward greater racial and ethnic stratification. For example, in New Zealand’s schools that were relatively high in minority enrollment at the outset of school choice initiatives came to have a higher minority enrollment as a consequence of choice. In a study conducted in a large school district in Colorado, race and ethnicity were prominent features in open enrollment patterns related to school choice. The study found that whites left high minority schools at a disproportionate rate. Due to the repetition of this pattern since the 1990s, the schools became significantly more stratified in terms of race and ethnicity. The data also demonstrated that school choice had not improved academic achievement, but rather school choice contributed to a two-tiered system of advantaged and disadvantaged schools.

A report from the Civil Rights Project at Harvard University posits that white students are most racially isolated in Catholic and other religious private schools. This trend has implications for the implementation of voucher programs. Proponents suggest that minority students would have greater access to private schools. However, the Harvard report maintains that African American students in private schools are just as segregated from whites in public schools. Moreover, since most private schools do not provide free transportation, segregation would likely be increased with the implementation of vouchers.

Some critics of charter schools maintain that these schools further stratify students along racial and socioeconomic lines as well. Frankenberg and Lee found that charter schools have high levels of segregation and that African American students enrolled in segregated charter schools experienced high levels of racial isolation and were exposed to very low percentages of white students. Based on the findings of this study, there is little evidence that charter schools foster more integrative environments. In order to promote integration, these researchers suggested that charter schools should ensure that all potential students and parents receive full information, provide free transportation, and avoid screening children for admission to charter schools.

Various policymakers have stressed the importance of school choice as a policy tool to promote racial equity and integration. They have suggested the need for government regulation of education markets, including the redesign of charter laws so that mechanisms exist to promote racial integration. In addition, state education agencies should be charged with the responsibility to develop policies to ensure racial integration. If various configurations of school choice continue, and in fact expand, issues of racial and ethnic segregation must be closely monitored so that our system of elementary and secondary education does not return to the conditions present in 1954.

**Demanding Higher Academic Standards**

The 2001 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act as the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) Act made the closing of the achievement gap between minority and disadvantaged children and their counterparts an explicit goal. This education reform centers on holding all states, school districts, and schools accountable for ensuring that all students meet high academic standards. If a school repeatedly fails to adequately educate disadvantaged students, NCLB provides guidelines to allow disadvantaged students to use Title I funds to transfer to a higher-performing public or private school or to receive supplemental educational services from a provider of choice. While declaring the equity of educational achievement of minority students as the intent, a closer examination of the implementation of NCLB casts doubts on the ability of the legislation to achieve this goal and may even call into question if having all students meet the same learning expectations is the real intent of this policy. Indeed, the resegregation of schools along poverty lines, dominated by minority groups, might be an unintended consequence of this noble-sounding policy.

NCLB codifies and mandates the development of state learning standards and testing systems to measure student achievement to an identified level of competency with individual schools being held accountable for students’ meeting of the required level of mastery via state assessments. The fashioning of standards is a tricky task in itself; standards that are too vague become meaningless, but too narrowly defined standards constrain local curriculum and instructional choice. The development of reliable and valid large scale state assessment instruments is even trickier and difficult to use for anything but a superficial snapshot comparison of student testing performance.

Even if a state assessment is soundly constructed, the consequences of testing and accountability systems for minority students can be quite negative. An examination of student performance on the Illinois Standards Assessment Test (ISAT) demonstrated that low-income, minority status, mobility rate, and limited English proficiency factors accounted for 80% of the variance of test achievement. The state accountability system became a ranking of schools from “high-income, predominantly White, affluent schools with stable student bodies to low-income, minority schools with highly mobile students,” with corresponding rewards and punishments. NCLB goes beyond the ranking of schools to require states to provide a system of support for schools that fail to demonstrate adequate yearly progress (AYP) among minority and disadvantaged subgroups. While NCLB does not specify what interventions can be effectively used to support or reform schools that repeatedly fail to demonstrate AYP, repeated failure to show AYP will result in students first being allowed to transfer to more successful schools and, if failure to show AYP persists, the reorganization of that school under charter school status.

The growth of charter schools and voucher programs as standards and assessments drive parental decisions about schools may intensify the trend toward resegregation. Particularly in urban areas, studies suggest that the flight of more affluent white parents to schools that are high achieving will accelerate if test scores and school labels are the means for measuring the quality of education. This is particularly alarming in such major metropolitan areas as Denver, Colorado where the court-ordered school desegregation plan under the previously described keyes decision appeared to be successful according to 1989-90 data. However, despite little change in neighborhood composition, one study concluded that the degree of school segregation had risen dramatically in the past decade.

Under NCLB, assessment results must be reported by student subgroups—poverty, race, ethnicity, disability, and limited English proficiency. There are numerous studies that document the existence and severity of an achievement gap between minority and white students. The identification of these subgroups is detrimental in itself by reinforcing “for many the notion that some groups are ‘naturally’ inferior to others in cognitive ability.” The policy extension of such a belief is that there is little point in spending public resources to level the playing field, possibly bringing standards and performance down for white students. This subgroup identification also encourages policymakers to think in terms of ethnicity or race, immutable conditions, rather than focusing on the issue of poverty and related dysfunction that could be addressed through more general social policies. The issues related to poverty found to be the biggest determinant of test performance.
performance can include family dysfunction, poor parenting skills, transience, substance abuse, the devaluing of academic performance, and violence.67 The NCLB policy definition of low achieving groups in terms of race or ethnicity might obfuscate the roots of low student performance, justifying subsequent actions that do nothing to assist the low performing students.

The Brown decision centered around the issue of equal access to educational quality of equal worth.68 The process of education was judged according to the diversity of the student population. Policies enacted through the mid-1980s focused explicitly on reducing opportunity barriers and equalizing access and treatment in public school. While complete integration, as well as equal access and treatment, were never fully realized, several studies concur that significant advances were made, producing a high-water mark of public school integration in the late 1980s.69 As public attention shifted to public education outputs in the form of standardized test achievement, resegregation began, according to these same studies. Accountability policies that labeled and ranked schools raised parental awareness of “achieving” and “failing” schools (the latter label was eventually softened to “low performing”). Affluent families that were able relocated to “better” schools or enrolled their students in charter or private schools.70

NCLB facilitates this de facto resegregation by intensifying public awareness of school labels, but does perhaps more damage in promoting a competition of test scores among schools. This competition leads to many practices that discourage the achievement of minority students while dividing class and school composition along racial lines. First, disadvantaged students may be retained or “red-shirted,” particularly in kindergarten, on the premise that they will be more prepared, academically and socially, to achieve better on tests given in the early primary grades. There has been an increase of “red-shirting” of kindergartners, as well as fourth, fifth, and seventh graders in Chicago public schools “due to the unrelenting pressure to raise test scores.”71 Red-shirting of students does result in better test results when the students are one year older.72 The long-term effects of retention, however, are continued low achievement and higher likelihood of dropping out of school.73 Several studies suggest that tying promotion to test scores could increase racial/ethnic disparities in retention.74 By extension, this would also increase racial/ethnic disparities in school dropout rates, retaining whites while encouraging minorities to dropout.

Another educational practice that has become increasingly justified under NCLB is the practice of homogeneous tracking. Minority students have been consistently found to be under-represented in “upper” track and college preparatory classes, even during the high-water period of integration.75 Homogeneous ability grouping is the logical method of providing NCLB-identified subgroups, such as limited English proficient students or students qualifying for free or reduced lunches (the common school criteria for poverty), the special services needed to increase their test achievement. Although the goal of increased student achievement for all students is the motivation for this new round of tracking, the effect is de facto within-school segregation. Groups of minority students may pass white students in the hallway but never have more than a handful of white students in their classes and perhaps not even a common lunch period. The few white students in these classes too often share one or more risk factors with the low tracked minority students and provide a very limited exposure to any diversity of socioeconomic backgrounds. After-school academic remediation programs for at-risk or disadvantaged students encouraged by NCLB and Title I funds might also limit extracurricular interaction of minority students with white or more affluent peers.

Advancing Equity Goals While Encouraging Choice and High Standards

Ending government-sanctioned segregation, the Brown decision ushered in several phases of judicial and legislative activity. In the 1960s and 1970s, federal courts imposed remedies to balance the racial composition of faculty and students in reversing the effects of de jure and de facto segregation. Federal funds encouraged schools to equalize educational opportunities, and state courts pressed many legislatures to reduce inequities in resources among districts. During the 1980s and 1990s, courts wrestled with the difficult question of when is a school system free of the vestiges of intentional segregation, and thus achieved “unitary” status. Although many policymakers and school administrators celebrated the end of court-ordered desegregation, critics might characterize this phase as court-sanctioned resegregation of schools as policymakers once again favored neighborhood schools.

In yet another phase that continues into the 2000s, state and federal legislatures are sanctioning school choice programs and tightening academic standards with a goal of ensuring that all children can access a high quality education. Congress enacted far-reaching legislation to require state standards and assessments and to encourage school choice. At the same time, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld vouchers to enable low-income students to attend private schools at public expense. Whereas the stated purpose of these actions is to improve education for all children, these two policy approaches will have great impacts on the racial, ethnic, and economic segregation of students. To the extent that these policies are designed with the intent to segregate by race or ethnicity, or that they have the effect of segregation, they work against the equity goals articulated in Brown and other judicial decisions.

Policymakers, courts, and the public must address the following questions as we strive to reach goals of achieving a desegregated system:

- How do we know when the goals of desegregation and equal educational opportunity have been achieved? Is it a reflection of racial balance of students and personnel among schools; balances within classes and programs of a given school; or racially neutral outcomes, e.g., educational achievement?
- Which policies best ensure that racial balances achieved under court orders, including mandatory busing, continue once unitary status is achieved? How can school boards and educators guard against the likely resegregation of schools?

Schools of choice have been a policy option for many years. Examining the freedom-of-choice plan adopted in Virginia, the U.S. Supreme Court sanctioned the use of choice where it could be implemented effectively.76 Magnet schools have been a favored remedy in many cities, encouraging students of all races and economic backgrounds to attend specialized schools. To the degree that current choice plans – charter schools and vouchers – are effective, the public and the courts should embrace these policies as furthering the goals articulated in Brown and other decisions. Indeed, many parents and policymakers argue that these forms of educational choice offer an opportunity to improve the quality of education for all students. However, the studies examined in this paper suggest that these choice programs may work against equity goals. Policymakers should consider the following questions:
• Is there an intent to segregate schools on the basis of race or ethnicity when adopting magnet schools, charter schools, or vouchers?
• Under what conditions should choice options operate to prevent the resegregation of America’s schools? What regulations are essential in this new decentralized environment to ensure that policies enabling schools of choice are not in reality the tools of segregationists?
• How can school choice plans enhance student achievement and provide better educational options for all students, and not just for higher socioeconomic groups?

Similarly, the public and school officials should applaud efforts to improve schools’ abilities to provide equal and adequate opportunities for all students to achieve high academic standards. Recently enacted federal legislation will impact schools throughout the nation as they struggle to achieve these goals. However, schools are demonstrating low levels of diversity exposure and the acceleration of resegregation through racial identification, ability tracking, and school choice. These are emerging consequences of NCLB, a policy intended ostensibly to equalize the opportunity and learning of minority students with their more advantaged peers. Several points deserve consideration of policymakers as they weigh the educational measurement process and value of educational outcomes:

• How can schools prevent unintended consequences of accentuating achievement gaps and raising dropout rates of poverty students when strengthening academic standards?
• To what extent must federal and state resources provide essential capacity building, i.e., improving schools’ access to adequate human and financial resources, to enable all schools in all communities to raise student performance to meet high expectations?
• Is the spirit of Plessy’s “separate but equal” ruling being reborn through tracking systems that place a disproportionate number of minority students in remedial classes and reduce interracial exposure within schools? How can the potential effects of identifying achievement subgroups by race and ethnicity be minimized?

Only through a reawakening of the public to the perils of policies that hasten a return to the segregated schools will meaningful change occur. Policymakers, courts, educators, and citizens must speak out about the potential negative consequences of schools of choice and heightened academic standards. We must adopt policies at all governance levels – federal, state, and local – that guard against a society in which children learn in settings that are characterized primarily by racial, ethnic, and economic segregation rather than by the nature of the educational programs within.
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